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Status (1)

• Requested for publication as a Proposed Standard on 1/24¹

• Underwent AD Review². Draft -02 published on 2/8³.
  • Updated to include privacy considerations for end users

Status (2)

• Went through IESG Last Call\(^1\). Resulted in draft -03 on 2/27\(^2\) and draft -04 on 3/6\(^3\).
  • Added text to explain how it fits within the SACM architecture
  • Acknowledged software inventory information is sensitive
  • Updated diagrams to better display repeated fields
  • Clarified the use of URIs
  • Addressed IANA questions
    • Removed reserved attribute types and error codes held over from the TCG document
    • Clarified PEN 0 integer values are unassigned
  • Clarified SWIMA does not provide a mechanism for end-to-end confidentiality
  • Resolved other comments

---

Status (3)

• IESG approved draft as a proposed standard on 3/9\(^1\)

• IANA put the document On Hold while they wait for an expert to review the new RFC 5792 and RFC 5793 registrations on 3/13\(^2\)